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Abstract
The study of mucoadhesion has emerged as a critical field for understanding the mechanism behind mucus
rheology and the mucociliary interaction, functional lung physiology, and treatment options for patients living
with cystic fibrosis. Given the diverse composition of mucus, analyzing forces that mediate its self-adhesive
properties is a difficult and demanding process, necessitating improvements in approach to experimental
design. This investigation explores magnetic bead pull-off experiments and scaling up mucus-mucus adhesion
measurements into a high throughput assay. First, code centered around single-sample data collection was
reconfigured to accommodate the scale-up of measurement conditions. Next, establishment of reproducible
homogenous slide functionalization was done with PEGylation and lectin-coating trials. This work formed
the basis for measuring baseline non-specific adhesion and a positive control for confirmed adhesion. Results
for these approaches demonstrated reproducible integrity in the designed protocol for assay scale-up and laid
the groundwork for implementing the new assay in mucoadhesion research.
Introduction
The purpose of this thesis is to develop a robust,
high-throughput system for studying force measure-
ments of mucoadhesion, which is the process by which
mucus sticks to itself and other bioactive substances
such as sugars, proteins, and cells. The assay devel-
oped here permits high-throughput experimentation,
allowing several experimental conditions in a single
trial. We established a 15-compartment experimen-
tal platform on a standard glass slide, on which dif-
ferent chemical conjugations are possible, that allows
for adhesion force measurements on magnetic micro-
scopic beads that are also chemically functionalized.
The platform allows for measurements of baseline null
adhesion between the bead and substrate, a definite
positive control for adhesion, and experimental mea-
surement of mucoadhesion that will be compared to
the former conditions. With baseline control mea-
surements categorized, investigation into the impact
of interfering media ranging from carbohydrates to
proteins such as heparin on diminishing mucoadhe-
sion can be pursued.
The necessity for a system that allows for such
a degree of research mobility is engendered by the
still developing frontier of the mucus-focused genetic
disorder: cystic fibrosis. The disease follows autoso-
mal recessive patterns of inheritance and it is char-
acterized by clinical manifestations of impaired mu-
cociliary clearance and chloride anion transport in ep-
ithelial cells (Steven M. Rowe, M.D., Stacey Miller,
B.S., and Eric J. Sorscher, 2000). The majority of
cystic fibrosis mortality is spurred by bronchiecta-
sis caused by recurrent infections, small airway ob-
structions, and progressive respiratory failure. This
triad of disease morbidities has an intersecting etiol-
ogy related to mucus buildup in airways as a result
of defective mucus clearance by ciliated airway ep-
ithelial cells (Elborn, 2016). Consequently, further-
ing treatment approaches to cystic fibrosis hinges on
a thorough understanding of mucus physiology and
the chemical, biological, and physical characteristics
of its clearance and self-adhesion.
Figure 1: A diagram of mucin macromolecule detailing the
branching nature of O-linked glycosylation from a core pro-
tein structure (Sigma-Aldrich, 2021).
Mucus is a key component of the innate im-
mune system, functioning as a physiologically pro-
duced substance that prevents pathogenic infection
and detoxifies poisonous chemicals. The gel-like fluid
has a makeup of glycoproteins, inorganic salts, lipids,
and other biological agents all solvated in water,
which makes up a majority 95% of the total mass.
Mucus membranes constitutively flow mucus across
the epithelium by cilia-related mechanisms; this con-
stant clearance is integral to the substance’s immune
function to entrap and expel bacteria, viruses, and
fungi from the body system while simultaneously pre-
venting pathogen penetration beyond the epithelial
layer (Voynow Mengr, 2009). The physics by which
ciliated epithelial airway cells are able to clear mucus
rests on the fluid dynamics and mucus-mucus inter-
actions generating self-adhesion. The principal gly-
coprotein, mucin, serves as a foremost target when
studying mucus adhesion properties.
A family of heterogenous glycoproteins, mucins
are proteins characterized by signature domains of
tandemly repeated amino acids that are primar-
ily composed of serine and threonine. These sites
are the principal locations of O-linked glycosylation
and create an amalgamated contribution to the vis-
coelastic properties of mucus fluid dynamics (Voynow
Mengr, 2009). Contribution to viscoelastic properties
arises from the glycoprotein’s capability to oligomer-
ize, forming vast cross-linking webs that network an
elastic scaffolding of flowing mucus (Figure 1). Due
to their glycosylation, most mucin protein domains
and functions remain masked by a mosaic of sugar
linkages. However, studies have shown that agents
that exacerbate cystic fibrosis such as pathogens, tox-
ins, or inflammatory mediators of the immune sys-
tem upregulate the expression of mucins by epithe-
lial cells (Elborn, 2016). Importantly, patients diag-
nosed with cystic fibrosis – among other inflamma-
tory airway diseases – present laboratory findings of
hyperplastic and metaplastic goblet cells leading to
overexcretion of mucus and subsequent airway block-
age. Given the evidence of mucus (and mucin) im-
plication in airway clearance, prevention of blockage,
and pathophysiology of cystic fibrosis, understanding
the physical properties of mucus fluidics and adhesion
remains crucial.
Several theories attempt to explain the phe-
nomenon of mucoadhesion; the forefront propositions
are theories pertaining to electronic structure, ad-
sorption, diffusion interlocking, and fracture. Elec-
tronic structure theory posits that the configura-
tion of electrons between interfacing mucosal sur-
faces differ, which yields electron transfer after con-
tact and engenders an electrostatic attraction. Ad-
sorption theory attributes the adhesion of mucus to
primary and secondary bonds forming between poly-
mers and other components of mucus. However, dif-
fusion interlocking theory considers the mechanical
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stress and strain caused by long polymer penetration
throughout mucus, building tensile strength. Frac-
ture theory, which is the basis of development for
the high-throughput assay, considers all three of the
aforementioned explanations for mucoadhesion and
instead frames them as contributors to counteracting
the force required to fracture the mucoadhesion by
mechanically pulling mucus apart (Bassi da Silva et
al., 2017). As the exact mechanism for mucoadhesion
is yet to be discerned, this high-throughput assay will
permit multiple trials to examine which conditions
enforce and degrade mucoadhesion.
Adhesion, in the general physical sense, can be
quantified with energy and forces (as is built upon by
the fracture theory). The system interface between
mucus surfaces falls into a thermodynamic equilib-
rium once adhesion is established. Thus, the amount
of force required to break that adhesion is related to
the amount of energy stored in the bonds and inter-
actions contributing to the adhesion.
Figure 2: Graphical and diagram representation of the
equation governing adhesion bonds and their stored energy.
A) The equation plot of bond energy against z position as the
bead is separated from the mucus-coated glass surface. En-
ergy of dissociation is shown as Ed for the amount of energy
to overcome the bond interaction and break free. Ambient
thermal energy is shown as kBT and shows the possible z-
oriented oscillations of the bond as a result. B) Schematic
diagramming the z direction relative to the bead and glass
surface.
Because the adhesion between mucus interfaces
is a summation of singular adhesion interactions be-
tween reactive nodes on either surface, it is important
to address the transience of bonding interactions and
their relative rates of dissociation. Disregarding an
external force acting upon the system to dissociate
mucoadhesion, the dissociation probability, P(d), of
an adhesive bond is governed by the energy of dis-
sociation marked by parameter d – which is inherent
to the nature of the bond – and the ambient thermal
energy according to:
P (d) = Ae
−( EdkBT ), (1)
in which Ed is the energy of dissociation, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, A is the normalization constant,
and T is the temperature in Kelvin. This relation can
be framed in the context of dissociation rate, rd, in
the equation:
rd = faAe
−( EdkBT ), (2)
in which the newly introduced variable fa is the at-
tempt frequency. A constantly applied external force
F generated by a magnet changes the potential en-
ergy landscape of the system and consequent energy
of dissociation according to:
rd(F ) = faAe
−(Ed−FxdkBT ), (3)
where xd is the physical distance the adhesion inter-
action occupies between its equilibrium point and its
transition state, where the potential energy barrier
is overcome (Figure 2). Considering the probability
distribution of bond dissociation in the absence and
presence of an external force over a set timeframe is
vital when comparing and analyzing the amount of
force required to break mucoadhesive bonds (Arya,
2016). The energy of dissociation inherent to mu-
coadhesion can be determined by analyzing the ex-
perimentally determined rates of dissociation with
this assay. Diversity of thermal contributions and
probability of bond fracture must be taken into ac-
count for error and data spread observed in the force
thresholds.
Figure 3: Diagram demonstrating the physical phenom-
ena governing the magnetic bead assay developed by the Su-
perfine lab to quantify mucoadhesion. A) The procession and
impact of lowering the magnetic in the z-direction on the
bead position within the media-filled well. As the magnet
comes closer, magnetic force on the bead overcomes gravity,
adhesion, and drag forces harnessing the bead to the bottom
of the well. B) A free-body diagram depicting the forces at
play on the bead as it leaves the surface of the slide and
begins to flow through the media.
The newly developed assay will build upon a pre-
viously established protocol for measuring fracture
force of adhesion implemented by the Superfine lab.
The model requires two surfaces to which mucus must
be bonded and that can be dynamically separated
with a quantifiable and measurable force. A system
consisting of a stationary glass slide surface linked to
mucus interfacing with a magnetic microscopic bead
also conjugated with mucus satisfies these require-
ments, as shown in Figure 3. A magnet lowered from
the positive z-direction toward the slide-bead adhe-
sive system exerts a measurable force on the magnetic
bead, and when the energy of dissociation is over-
come, the bead breaks away from the slide and rises
through a Newtonian medium of known viscosity to-
ward the magnet. By calculating drag force, gravity,
and the magnetic force exerted on the bead, the ad-
hesion force required to break the mucosal binding
interactions can be calculated and then analyzed in
a space of differing interfering media to disrupt and
lower dissociation energy. Importantly, this model
can be adapted to a high-throughput version by em-
ploying a radially symmetric magnet to fifteen cir-
cular wells dispersed across a single glass slide, all
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of which can have different media and environmental
conditions to which the mucosal interface is exposed.
I propose that the glycostructures permeating
mucus, generated by the O-linked glycosylation pro-
files on mucins are a major factor in mucoadhesive
forces. With this in mind, the design of the assay
is geared toward altering sugar conditions in which
the mucus is exposed. Prior work by the Superfine
lab has demonstrated that a cocktail consisting of N-
acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc), N-acetylglucosamine
(GlcNAc), sialic acid, lactose, and galactose reduce
observed mucoadhesion between mucus coated beads
and a mucus coated surface. These competing sugars
are candidates for blocking sugar-mediated interac-
tions between mucus, such as the networking of gly-
coproteins.
Figure 4: Superfine lab preliminary adhesion experiments
demonstrating changes in dissociation forces between a vari-
ably conjugated bead (x-axis) and a mucus coated slide in the
presence and absence of carbohydrate-containing medium (-i
versus +i).
The presence of reactive sugars in the mechanics
of adhesion was also demonstrated by the Superfine
group with adhesion experiments observing an de-
crease of force required to break adhesion between
lectin-coated beads and a mucus-coated surface (Fig-
ure 4). Lectins are a class of proteins found ubiqui-
tously throughout nature (i.e., plants, animals, and
microorganism) that bind specifically and reversibly
to carbohydrates. For the purposes of experimen-
tation in our lab, the lectins PNA (Peanut Agglu-
tinin), WGA (Wheat Germ Agglutinin), SNA (El-
derberry lectin), and PWM (Pokeberry lectin) are
used, which specifically bind galactose, GlcNAc, N-
acetylneuraminic acid (NeuAc), and GlcNAc, respec-
tively (Sharon Lis, 2013). Consequently, the ob-
served adhesion between WGA and PWM with mu-
cus reinforces the presence of sugar-specific binding
between the lectins on the beads and reactive sugars
in the mucus.
Diversity of sugar glycosylation in mucin, as well
as the diversity of macromolecules within mucus it-
self generates a vast landscape describing which com-
pounds play roles in mucoadhesion and how much
they actually contribute to the summation of energy
stored in adhesive interactions. An assay with ca-
pabilities to manage multiple reaction conditions for
adhesion is necessary to sufficiently and effectively in-
vestigate different theories to the exact mechanisms
producing inter-mucosal bonding. For example, in a
single trial, a glass slide designed to manage fifteen
separate experimental wells has the potential to as-
sess the interference of five different sugar solutions
on mucoadhesion in triplicate. Design and affirma-
tion of controls of such an assay is imperative to the
furthering of research on mucus and cystic fibrosis by
creating a reliable and flexible foundation for which
research in the mechanisms of disease can be done.
Advances on the assay made over the course of
my thesis research range from technical hardware im-
plementation to restructuring of the physical plate
design itself. Software development permitted au-
tomated data collection, diminishing error and bias
in judgement of imaging quality and reaction-well
representation. Similarly, the design of the well-
scaffold was adjusted to enhance and automation and
computer-aided identification of well-position and
orientation. Importantly, I established the chemical
synthetic steps to effectively conjugate inert PEG,
carbohydrates, lectins, and mucus via covalent bond-
ing in tandem with an application of the synthesis
that ensure surface homogeneity across intra-well and
full-slide length scales. Reliable internal controls for
validating each step of assay build were incorporated




Enhancing the established single-use assay used by
the Superfine lab to measure adhesion required
that I leverage multiple software applications, hard-
ware components, and technologies to achieve high
throughput capability. Software collaboration on
Github drove the development of malleable code
structures with wide-ranging applications to adhesion
experiments. Software scripting in turn spurred a re-
design of the physical setup of the assay on the glass
slide allowing better automation and pairing with the
microscope and imaging system. While a tangible
system that can run and image a fifteen-well slide
is vital to the high-throughput nature of the assay,
biochemical and physical justification of homogenous
conditions across a single well and the entire slide in
general are necessary to validate results extracted by
the automated protocol.
Diverse experimental objectives and setups aris-
ing from the growing number of wells on a single
substrate in the UNC Superfine lab demands various
types of robust hardware. Assays designed to quan-
tify bead adhesion to mucus-coated surfaces and the
micro rheology associated with bead diffusion necessi-
tate integration of and control over precise x-y planar
positioning on a microscope stage, z-axis location of
a magnet, and camera and microscope optical com-
ponents into a cohesive software platform. Increas-
ing the complexity of experimental design calls for
moving toward high-throughput automation of the
hardware at hand. Several group software reposi-
tories of MATLAB scripts were adjusted and inte-
grated on the cooperative coding platform, GitHub.
This process included gaining a working knowledge of
GitHub functionality, familiarization with MATLAB
script, the hardware components and the Superfine
lab projects in progress, and finally mainstreaming
the code. The work done on the software design laid
the groundwork in knowledge of hardware control, al-
lowing for the potential of robust command and dex-
terity over experimental design for a newly configured
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high-throughput assay design.
GitHub is an online coding platform designed
to facilitate collaboration between peers on projects
based in a variety of scripting languages. Due to the
complexity and disposition to errors in most projects,
GitHub structural design guards against competing
and potentially detrimental edits by providing remote
and local workspaces, branching functions, and merg-
ing functions.
Figure 5: Above is a diagram of how branching and adding
features works on GitHub.
A strong understanding of GitHub etiquette is
needed before making changes to the software for the
lab, as to avoid irreversibly making code nonfunc-
tional or nonexistent. GitHub actions are in the Git
language executed on the terminal or a similar win-
dow called GitBash.
The first step in making major changes to a soft-
ware repository (i.e., a coding project) is forming a
branch – a functioning copy apart from the original
(called the main) workflow that can be edited and
tested before merging the changes. The proper series
of Git commands to pull code from the remote to
the local workspace, select the proper branch, com-
mit the changes, and push the changes back to the
remote workspace must be adhered to in order to
ensure fidelity. After the alternate branch has been
tested and verified to work, it can be merged to the
main branch and published to the lab to be used for
experimentation. Due to the support and software
compatibilities of the hardware, MATLAB was the
language required.
MATLAB is a multi-paradigm computing lan-
guage – suited for many different functions – and
platform developed by MathWorks, hence it is well
suited for hardware control and high-throughput au-
tomation. The version MATLAB R2017b was used
in this assay automation. The image acquisition, dis-
play, and analysis sectors are the main modality of
MATLAB pertinent to the Superfine lab experiments.
To exercise control over the software, a thorough un-
derstanding of MATLAB data structures such as ob-
ject handles and callback functions, and the process
of data storage in a user-interface (UI) is necessary.
The UI must receive input in the form of object han-
dles and callback functions which allow data flow,
control, and visualization. Callback functions are
functions that can be passed into higher order par-
ent functions as “objects” that can be called within
the parent function (in this case, the UI itself). Han-
dles are references to objects, like figures, axes, UI
controls, or hardware data streams. Many variables
can refer to the same object and be passed into func-
tions simultaneously. In the Superfine lab software
database, each hardware component is stored as a
handle as well as the image captured by the camera,
so each can be passed into the UI. Specifically, for
image acquisition, hImage serves as a handle to the
image received from the camera hardware. The ex-
periment platforms for the Adhesion Assay and the
Micro Rheology Assay (projects within the Superfine
lab space) utilize the hardware devices the Ludl stage,
the NIKON scope, the Thor Z Motor, and the camera
itself.
Hardware components are accessed via handles so
that position and configuration data can be retrieved
and displayed to the experimenter. The Ludl stage
is the physical platform that well-plates and arrays
are placed on; the stage tracks and executes precise
x-y plane movements, allowing the camera and scope
to be focused on different wells or areas of an as-
say slide. As a result, a handle to the Ludl stage is
capable of providing location data and receiving com-
mands to adjust the location of the plate through the
UI. In addition of various other microscope controls,
the NIKON scope handle refers to the hardware com-
ponent that controls the focus at which the image is
acquired, while the camera hardware handle (under
the VidCollect repository) sets the specific camera
device input and a large number of camera variables
such as the exposure mode, frame rate mode, shutter
mode, format, and brightness (among others). The
camera used here for bead and slide imaging was the
Grasshopper3 USB3 (model GS3-U3-32S4M-C) pro-
duced by FLIR Systems. Finally, the Thor Z Mo-
tor device, produced by Thorlabs, Inc., adjusts the
vertical position of a magnet over the assay slide on
the stage. Thor Z Motor object handle incorporation
into the UI is key for receiving information about and
sending commands to the z-position of the magnet (a
paramount measurement in the Adhesion Assay ex-
periments). The two experimental setups – Adhesion
Assay and Micro Rheology – utilize different combi-
nations of hardware devices.
The current experimental platforms in use, Adhe-
sionAssay and MicroRheoHT, exist as GitHub repos-
itories. Generally, the AdhesionAssay experiment is
designed to track magnetic forces applied to beads
to measure adhesion to mucus surfaces. Accordingly,
the software workflow must be able to access the Ludl
stage to adjust well-plate position, the NIKON scope
and camera for image acquisition, and the Thor Z
Motor to control and obtain data from the magnet.
Figure 6: Above is a schematic of how repositories relate
to one another in the Superfine lab software database.
The MicroRheoHT repository accesses only the
Ludl, NIKON, and camera devices – excluding the
Thor Z Motor – because the experiment setup does
not include magnet pull-away to measure adhesion
forces, and instead only tracks bead movement dur-
ing fluid flow or thermal diffusion.
With proper familiarization and practice with
GitHub methods, MATLAB structures, the hard-
ware in the lab and their objective uses in exper-
iments, modifications to the Superfine lab software
were able to be made. The first objective was to
streamline code across different functions and reposi-
tories, combing out repeat code segments and central-
izing functions to respective repositories. Primarily,
this was done in regard to camera access and con-
figuration. For example, in AdhesionAssay, camera
and video configuration were split across two func-
tions in the main workflow: ba video setup defined
the source values (exposure mode, frame rate mode,
shutter mode, format, brightness, etc.) and the for-
mat, while ba config video assigned the Video object
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configuration values. Video configuration was dis-
persed and repeated throughout the MicroRheoHT
repository as well. These patterns were not unex-
pected as with the development of original experi-
ment software protocols, the tools and optics needed
to centralize code such as video configuration are not
available – this is a process most efficiently executed
retroactively. The general functions that sufficiently
configure the camera and video with input are under
the hardware repository for the camera: VidCollect.
This camera repository was added as a subrepository
to AdhesionAssay and MicroRheoHT so that their
functions could instead use VidCollect camera con-
figuration functions, avoiding massive heterogeneity
and potential for non-parallel camera objects in the
software.
A subrepository is a repository added as a folder
into another repository, so that the parent project
can access and use the functions in the subrepository.
Diligently dissecting functions across the two experi-
mental repositories to discern how video and camera
were setup developed a robust understanding of how
each assay worked on the software backend. The time
spent learning the mechanisms by which each assay
called hardware handles, gathered data, and called
functions within themselves allowed an informed as-
sessment of UI configuration.
Moving forward from centralizing hardware setup
to hardware-repository specific functions, updating
the UI workflow took precedent. The UI was config-
ured separately in each experimental repository via
the ba impreview or ur impreview functions (note
“ba” is shorthand for bead adhesion and “ur” is short-
hand for micro rheology), which imposed the task
of re-coding the UI setup each time a new experi-
ment was designed. The purpose of an impreview
function is to accept hardware inputs and callback
functions and use them to produce the UI window,
which displays a video preview of the platform and
hardware data (positions, image data). A general-
ized vid impreview function in the VidCollect repos-
itory was edited, fine-tuned to be capable of accept-
ing experiment-specific information and produce the
desired UI. The modifications include editing the
ba impreview and ur impreview functions down to
functional “shells” that provide the hardware and
callback specifics necessary to be passed into the
vid impreview “body” function.
Figure 7: Above is a schematic of how repositories relate
to one another in the Superfine lab software database.
Mainstreaming the impreview mechanism across
experiments required an in-depth understanding of
the data structures involved. The process of gener-
alizing the UI display workflow relies on movement
of data through different functions and objects with
high fidelity. To ensure this, data structures were al-
located to separately handle hardware components
(hwhandle) and image viewing options (viewOps).
The hwhandle object is designed to carry the han-
dles to hardware devices assigned in the shell function
and be passed into the body vid impreview function,
then be subsequently passed into the experiment-
specific callback function to generate a UI. The object
viewOps operates in a similar way, but instead car-
ries image option objects such as the focus Boolean
focusTF and the exposure time setting exptime. Data
transfer between the UI and the vid impreview func-
tion is facilitated by the setappdata() and getapp-
data() functions. The modifications described allow
a high degree of user control and encourage simple de-
sign of future experiments that can essentially “hand
pick” hardware and data output goals to be passed
into the vid impreview function.
The changes I implemented were tested from re-
mote desktop control to the Zinc computer in the
Superfine lab. After I obtained successful results for
each change, I merged the branches to the master
branch and published to the main software for lab-
oratory use. The software design steps taken in the
Fall 2020 semester laid a solid groundwork for as-
say automation to be applied to a high throughput
methodology pertaining to the Superfine lab mucoad-
hesion research.
Plate Well Design
An important component of coupling the software de-
sign to the physical design of the assay plate inter-
sected at the ability of the computer to orient its
perspective of the well plate on the Ludl stage. The
incorporation of fiducial marks on the four corners of
the well array allowed the software to create a two-
dimensional landscape with marked locations in Ludl
coordinates of the center of each well.
Figure 8: Adobe Illustrator 2021 diagrams of each polyester
cutout iteration. A) Original design with fiducial marks too
near slide edges. B) Improved design with fiducial marks
hugging well array.
The fiducial marks and wells were constructed by
placing a clear polyester film with cutouts of each
well and each fiducial mark onto a 50 x 75 x 1 mm
standard glass microscope slide produced by Fisher-
brand. The original design of the polyester cutout
had the fiducial marks near the edges of a 50 x 75
mm dimension, similar to that of the slide. This was
prone to failure due to minor misplacement of the
film on the slide, leaving the fiducial marks hang-
ing over the edge of the slide without adhered glass
beneath them impeding the computer automated es-
tablishment of an axes system of the slide. Redesign
to move the fiducial marks as close to the well grid as
possible proved much more effective (Figure 8). Al-
ternative locations for the fiducial marks also called
for a new calibration polyester cutout that validated
coordination between the Ludl stage, the camera, and
the computer to identify the center of each well. The
polyester cutout delineating well borders and fiducial
marks was created by adhering two sheets of clear
double-sided polyester adhesive tape (Adhesives Re-
search ARcare 90106NB) to one another. I edited the
design of the cutout in Adobe Illustrator 2021 for a
laser cutter to etch out the wells, fiducial marks, and
borders themselves from the polyester sheet.
In order to mitigate any errors in cutting the ma-
terial and inter-well distances, the order of cutting
followed wells, fiducial marks, then borders. If the
borders were cut first, the rectangular piece would fall
from the sheet scaffold, possible reorient, and cause
variances in well and fiducial mark locations. The
best settings for the laser cutter to etch through the
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entire width of this material were laser power set to
95% and laser speed set to 100%.
Slide Functionalization
While physical construction of a fifteen-well plate and
software capable of high throughput automation are
necessary for the assay, the development is fruitless
without proper functionalization of both the slide sur-
face and the beads. The slide and beads follow dif-
ferent protocols that are guided by the same con-
cepts governing chemical conjugation of compounds
onto the inorganic surfaces. Both the slide and the
bead must be able to be covalently linked to polyethy-
lene glycol (PEG), sugars, lectins, and mucus for the
purposes of protocol validation and controls within
the adhesion assay itself. Consistent conjugation of
moieties across the slide and bead surfaces is cru-
cial to interpreting error in adhesion force measure-
ments. Particularly with investigating disruption of
mucoadhesion, when comparing the impacts between
two interfering agents, we must have established a
threshold of conjugation uncertainty that allows dis-
tinguishment between a possibly small margin of er-
ror between interfering agents’ effects on mucus and
how they differentially change Ed.
In design of the slide protocol, the first step was a
rinse with isopropyl alcohol across the surface of the
slide that was chosen to be functionalized. This pre-
liminary step solubilized bio-compounds and loosed
debris contaminating the slide surface as it was taken
out of its nonsterile casing. The next step in slide
sterilization involves the placement of the slide –
choice side face up – inside a plasma cleaner. Plasma
cleaning is a process by which the glass slide is ex-
posed to ionized gas (in this case, ionized oxygen)
that completely strips the surface of any organic com-
pounds and generates reactive functional O- groups
of the glass slide creating an extremely hydrophilic
surface (HarrickPlasma, 2021). Plasma cleaning du-
ration and device load (one slide at a time versus
two slides at a time) were assessed to narrow down
an effective protocol controlled at each step. Contact
angle, and slide and well homogeneity were indicators
of success. Negatively charged oxygen moieties on the
glass surface are primed to react spontaneously with
silanes when exposed, preparing the slide for the next
step in conjugation: silanization.
The process of silanization can be achieved
through different avenues such as liquid phase reac-
tion and vapor phase deposition of the silane onto the
slide.
Figure 9: Chemical drawing of TEPSA – note the triad of
ethoxy legs and the bilaterally reactive carboxy groups in the
succinic anhydride.
Because the liquid phase reaction route is more
variable in yielding consistent results of silane con-
centration across the slide, the method of silane
vapor deposition was pursued in the confines of
a 2” by 3” by 5” glass tank. The silane 3-
(triethoxysilyl)propylsuccinic anhydride (TEPSA),
shown in Figure 9, was the compound of choice be-
cause of its dually reactive succinic anhydride cap and
triplicate silane “legs,” allowing one TEPSA molecule
to bind three O− reactive sites on the plasma cleaned
slide at a time (Figure 10). I carried out various tri-
als assessing TEPSA concentration, volume, and lo-
cation relative to the slide in order to home in on a
protocol that maximized efficiency of silane deposi-
tion and success of homogenous deposition. A win-
dow for absolute molecular quantity of TEPSA was
calculated according to an accepted concentration on
hydroxy groups on a glass surface (the reactive group
to which TEPSA bonds). With Liu, Thompson, and
Jones’ data on glass hydroxy group concentration to
be about 2.1 OH per nm2, and the ratio of 1:3 in the
reaction of TEPSA:OH groups, the absolute molecu-






= 46 nmol TEPSA,
(4)
where SA is the interior surface area of the tank,
[OH] is the average accepted concentration of hy-
droxy groups on glass, and N0 is Avogadro’s constant
(Liu et al., 2009).
Figure 10: Chemical identity of slide surface from proto-
col start through TEPSA deposition. A) Hydroxy groups
on untreated glass slide. B) Ionized reactive oxygen groups
present after plasma cleaning. C) Silane linkage of TEPSA
to three oxygen groups on slide surface, visualizing hydroxy
to TEPSA ratio of 3:1.
I used this calculated value was used as a floor
for the minimum number of TEPSA molecules used
in the vapor deposition process, although changes in
concentration and volume were measured.
Strategies employed to aid vaporization of
TEPSA within the glass tank entail reflux solvent
toluene, different reaction times, positive changes in
temperature, and negative changes in pressure. In or-
der to promote complete vaporization of the TEPSA,
the reaction container was always placed in an oven
with temperature settings ranging from 70◦C to 120
◦C. Similarly, effects of decreasing pressure down to
0.131 atmospheres during the deposition process were
examined. While efforts to completely vaporize the
silane within the container were critical to slide con-
jugation, simultaneous measures to ensure homoge-
nous deposition of the TEPSA across the slide were
not disregarded. TEPSA samples of different vol-
umes were distributed in tin foil boats throughout
the glass container, and the locations of each boat
were changed in order observe the distance related ef-
fects of the vapor cloud produced by the silane evap-
oration. Setups ranging from one to four different
silane boats were trialed, and homogeneity across the
slide was measured with contact angle measurements
and birds-eye-view image analysis of the slide with
droplets of deionized water dispersed across the en-
tire surface.
The next step in priming the slide to have reactive
capabilities to conjugate with diverse biomolecules is
hydrolysis of the silane moieties. Hydrolysis of the
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Figure 11: Reaction scheme detailing the conversion of carboxylic acids into amides linked to functional moieties where R
is PEG, sugar, lectin, or mucus (ThermoFisher, 2021).
succinic anhydride on TEPSA converts the anhy-
dride group into two reactive carboxylic acids (Fig-
ure 11). Studies indicate that extent of hydrolysis
of silanes obeys first-order reaction kinetics because





where [TEPSA]0 is the initial concentration of
TEPSA on the slide, [TEPSA] is the concentration
of TEPSA on the slide at time point t in minutes, and
k is the rate constant of units min−1, which has been
shown to be 0.1123 at 40.8 ◦C (Schramm Rinderer,
2008). My methodology for hydrolysis of the slides
called for the slides to be hydrolyzed in an incuba-
tor set at 37 ◦C, so the k value of 0.1123 is the most
representative to that temperature from current lit-
erature. In order to approach a theoretical satura-
tion of 99% TEPSA hydrolyzed, the slide must be
allowed to react for 41 minutes, consequently any hy-
drolysis timeframe extending past this timeframe is
sufficient. The initial approach to hydrolysis in the
original (non-high throughput) assay used in the Su-
perfine lab involved up to eight vertically oriented
slides hydrolyzing simultaneously on a rack in a glass
container.
However, observation of TEPSA polymerization
buildup at the water line near the slide edge indicated
vertical hydrolysis allowed excess TEPSA deposition
asymmetrically on the slide. Impacts of changing the
hydrolysis protocol to horizontally laid slides in petri
dishes filled with deionized water were analyzed and
incorporated into the final assay protocol. Measur-
ing efficacy of hydrolysis was coupled to the efficacy
of TEPSA deposition: with contact angle measure-
ment, birds-eye-view image analysis of water droplets
across the slide, and microscope images of the slide
in its final state looking for intra-well and plate-wide
homogeneity.
With silane deposited on the slide and the an-
hydride hydrolyzed into carboxylic acids, the next
step was to prime the silane to react with primary
amines – this was done via crosslinking reactions
with 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide
(EDAC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS).
With reaction yields optimized at lower pH’s near-
ing 4.5, these reactions were carried out in MES buffer
(4-morpholinoethanesulfonic acid) which has a pH
range of 5.8-6.5. Performing the EDAC crosslink-
ing reaction in the presence of NHS forms a much
more stable cap on the silane end groups that will still
readily react with primary amines (Figure 12). For a
reaction volume to prime 15 wells, 10 mg of NHS was
mixed with 10 mg of EDAC in 1 mL of 50 mM MES,
and 60 µL was added to each well and allowed to react
for 45 minutes at 37 ◦C and 100% humidity. Follow-
ing reaction, three consecutive washes with MES (60
µL per well) were done to remove any excess reactant
or polymerized silane. With the silanes on the slide
surface primed to react with any primary amine, re-
action pathways to functionalize the slide with PEG,
sugar, lectin, and mucus diverged.
To cap the surface with PEG groups, a methoxy-
capped PEG 2k (PEG polymer with molecular weight
of 2000 Da) with a terminal amine was reacted with
the wells. Based on the number of reactive nodes
available on the slide surface (0.182 nmol), the min-
imum molecular quantity of PEG necessary for sat-
urated reaction completion on the slide surface was







We reacted with ten times that quantity, with PEG
in excess, to drive the reaction to completion and save
for error. Reaction duration was two hours at 37 ◦C
and was followed by three consecutive washes with
60 µL of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) per well
to discard any excess or polymerized PEG. Control
for ensuring proper covalent linking of PEG terminal
groups to the glass surface was alternatively conjugat-
ing the surface with a FITC-capped PEG 2k and ter-
minal amine (Creative PEGWorks PHB-3912). Flu-
orescent probe FITC has an excitation wavelength of
495 nm and an emission wavelength at 519 nm, giving
it a green color in microscope imaging.
Although I did not carry out trials of perform-
ing lectin and sugar conjugation to the slides as a
result of time constraints, protocols were designed
for future implementation. Capping the glass slide
instead with sugars and lectins involves first react-
ing each silane-linked carboxylic acid with a H2N-
PEG2k-COOH spacer at the same saturation con-
centration used for methoxy-PEG capping. Similar
reaction protocol was designed adhering to the same
time and washing steps. Then, the carboxylic acid
terminal groups are to be primed with EDAC and
NHS according to the same reaction conditions for
priming of the silane carboxylic acids in 50 mM MES
buffer. Inclusion of PEG2k spacers between the silane
base and the sugar or lectin terminal group normal-
izes the functional group length across categories that
could result in changes in imaging, adhesion interac-
tions with other surfaces and cells (non-specific bind-
ing), and polymerization of groups already linked to
the surface. To add sugars to the carboxy ends of
the PEG spacers, I incorporated a mode of synthesis
called copper-free click chemistry into the design.
Copper-free click chemistry is a synthesis strategy
that foregoes the use of the cytotoxic copper catalyst
to link azides with alkynes in a self-contained (mean-
ing no byproducts) biorthogonal reaction. This is
achieved by taking advantage of ring strain to pro-
vide the energy needed for catalyzation in a method
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called Strain Promoted Azide Alkyne Cycloaddition
(SPAAC). Sugars with special azide reactive groups
are linked to amine-terminated dibenzocyclootyne
(DBCO) click chemistry reagents (Figure 12).
Figure 12: Reaction scheme detailing the conversion of car-
boxylic acids into amides linked to functional moieties where
R is PEG, sugar, lectin, or mucus (ThermoFisher, 2021).
First, the azide-sugars and DBCO-amines are to
be reacted at equal amounts to generate a final sugar-
amine that can attach to the NHS capped PEG spac-
ers via primary amine substitution. The sugar-azide
will be prepared in PBS solvent and the DBCO-amine
will be solvated in DMSO, which is water-miscible
and devoid of contaminant alkynes that could react
with and deem DBCO groups inert.
Reaction proceeds for 24 hours at 37 ◦C, and the
product will then be ready to be used to react with
the slide surface. Concentration of PEG2k-NHS reac-
tive groups (0.182 nmol per well) was used to calcu-
late the minimum molecular quantity of sugar-amine
cap necessary to saturate the surface, and 10x excess
of that amount (60 µL at 30.4 µM per well) will be
used for 2 hours at 37 ◦C to ensure reaction comple-
tion.
Termination of lectins onto the surface avoids
the SPAAC strategy because primary amines within
the protein structure readily react with NHS-capped
PEG spacers. Wells are to be reacted with 60 µL of
5 mg/mL of lectin for 24 hours at 37 ◦C, and then
washed three times with PBS to remove any unre-
acted lectin from the wells. Confirmation of success-
ful linkage of lectins to the slide will be done by vi-
sual confirmation experiments with fluorescently ac-
tivated lectins. Validation of successful sugar linkage
is measured by observing adhesion of lectin-coated
beads to sugar-coated wells of matched sugar-lectin
pairs.
Bead Functionalization
The process of functionalizing beads followed simi-
lar slide protocols that were instead applied to 23.7
µm Fluorescent Yellow Carboxyl Magnetic Parti-
cles (Spherotech, FCM-20052-2), which have surfaces
populated with active carboxylic acid groups. An
amount of 100 µL of the beads were vortexed and
then resuspended in 500 µL of PBS, which was then
reacted with 10 mg of EDAC and 10 mg of NHS in
the bead solution in rotation for 15 minutes at room
temperature and vortexed again. The solution was
centrifuged for 2 minutes at 2000 RPM so that su-
pernatant containing excess EDAC and NHS could be
removed, and the pellet was resuspended in 490 µL of
PBS and vortexed. With the bead capped with active
NHS groups, lectins (or mucus) with primary amines
could be conjugated to the beads. For lectin capping,
10 µL of 5 mg/mL lectin was added to the beads
and allowed to react while in rotation for 24 hours
at room temperature. To finalize the product, the
solution was centrifuged for 2 minutes at 2000 RPM,
then the supernatant was removed and replaced with
PBS. This washing was done three times to remove
unbound lectin from the bead solution.
Functionalization of the slides and beads with mu-
cus (and mucins) differs from the protocols for PE-
Gylation, and sugar and lectin adherence. Instead
of priming the silane carboxylic acids with NHS, the
silane terminals are instead crosslinked by EDAC to
mucus simultaneously. The mucus solution contains
1 mg/mL HBE mucus in PBS and is reacted to the
surface and beads for 2 hours at incubation temper-
ature 37 ◦C. Following reaction, the beads and slide
are exposed to a 10 mg/mL glycine solution (60 L per
well, and the 10 mg glycine is added to a 1 mL solu-
tion of the beads) in an effort to cap any unreacted
active sites and deter aggregation.
Contact Angle Measurement
Assessment of synthesis success throughout the slide
functionalization protocol of TEPSA deposition and
hydrolysis was done by measuring contact angle of
deionized water drops on the slide and droplet ho-
mogeneity across the entire slide surface. Contact
angle measurement is a technique used that reflects
the hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity of a surface: the
lower the contact angle between a water droplet and
a surface, the more hydrophilic the surface. Because
plasma cleaning is known to significantly increase hy-
drophilicity of glass, observation of very small contact
angles post-cleaning correlates to success of plasma
cleaning. Also, literature sets ranges for expected
contact angles of silanized surfaces both before and
after hydrolysis that can be used to validate proper
TEPSA deposition onto the slide. I imaged and an-
alyzed contact angle data in the ImageJ software by
FIJI.
Similarly, in order to assess homogeneity across
the entire slide, droplets of deionized water were dis-
persed across the entire surface and contact angles for
each droplet were calculated according to the geomet-
ric and Newtonian derivation in which the volume of




πh(3r2 + 3h2), (7)
where Vcap is the known volume of the droplet, r
is the measured radius of the droplet, and h is the
height of the droplet (Figure 13).
Figure 13: Geometric diagram detailing the physical rep-
resentations of contact angle equation variables to a water
droplet structure.
The cubic relation of droplet height with one real
and two imaginary roots requires a Newton-Raphson
solver approach, which was scripted in Python lan-
guage to systematically determine h. Once calcu-
lated, h can be used in the classical equation for con-







where ρ is the density of deionized water (1000
kg/m3), g is the acceleration of gravity (9.797 m/s2
in Chapel Hill, NC), and σ is the surface tension
of deionized water (0.0722 N/m) (Han et al., 2016)
(Behroozi Behroozi, 2018). Low standard devia-
tions between contact angles of droplets across the
slide corresponds to homogeneity of TEPSA deposi-
tion and identification of the optimal TEPSA con-
centrations and boat locations within the deposition
container.
Microscopy
Beyond validation of TEPSA deposition, validation of
further steps in the slide functionalization with PEG,
sugars, lectins, and mucus was done with analysis of
microscope images in the 10x objective and excitation
in the fluorochrome excitation wavelength range. Vi-
sual inspection of wells and pixel gray value analysis
across well distances allowed assessment of intra-well
homogeneity of functionalization. In order to deter-
mine the saturation point of PEG linkage, and ensure
one-to-one conjugation of PEG to silane, step-wise di-
lution of fluorescent PEG across an assay plate and
comparison of fluorescence by pixel gray values down
the dilution trend. Confirmation of PEG adherence
to the slide serves as a proof-of-concept confirmation
for the protocol of EDAC-NHS priming and attach-
ment of moieties via primary amines (as is done with
every other conjugation pathway).
The next process of measuring internal controls
– and the method for which the assay is designed in
general – is magnetic pull-off experiments separating
the beads from the slide. Magnetic attraction be-
tween the z-direction lowered magnet and the beads
pulls the beads out of the focus plane of the micro-
scope. Resultantly, correspondence between magnet
z-location and the transition of the bead from being
in focus to out of focus indicates that point at which
the force of the adhesive bonds between the functional
groups on the bead and the those on the slide are
broken (Figure 14). Using this method, controls for
which to compare forces measured for mucoadhesion
are to be established as one for no net-adhesion and
one for confirmed adhesion between bead and sub-
strate. Experimental designation of no adhesion is
modeled by glass slide functionalized with methoxy-
terminated PEG and beads functionalized with the
same moiety. The methoxy terminals are reactively
inert with one another, so the forces measured for ad-
hesion in these conditions reflect the baseline adhe-
sion between bead and slide. Alternatively, measure-
ment for an upward ceiling of force to break a known
adhesive interaction is between conditions in which
the beads are conjugated to lectins and the slide is
functionalization with a terminal sugar matched to
the bead lectin. These negative and positive control
conditions for adhesion set ranges to which mucoad-
hesion can be accurately compared.
Figure 14: Graphic depicting the visuals of beads rising out of focus as their adhesion to the glass slide is broken and they
rise toward the magnet. Data of z position above each panel indicates the z position of the magnet – as it approaches, more
beads rise out of focus.
Results
The data collected on contact angles and diameter
homogeneity of DI water droplets aided in optimizing
conditions for TEPSA deposition onto the glass slide.
Figure 15: Plot comparing the time of the silane deposition
in hours against the variance in droplet diameter across the
plate. While a steep decrease is observed between 1 and 2
hours, the 24-hour trial appears to have plateaued.
Variables that were assessed in detail were the
time duration for which the TEPSA vapor was al-
lowed to permeate the container and deposit on the
slide, the pressure at which deposition took place,
and the temperature at which the deposition took
place. Assessment of contact angle indicated the
presence and extent of TEPSA deposition on the
slide, while variance in droplet diameter indicated the
homogeneity of TEPSA deposition and the presence
of TEPSA concentration gradients on the glass sur-
face. I recorded all measurements after hydrolyzation
of the slide for 24 hours.
The time allowance for the deposition process
to take place was varied from 1-hour depositions to
overnight 24-hour depositions, with an intermediate
2-hour trial also incorporated into the dataset(Figure
15). The variance in droplet diameter was measured
as a correlation variable to TEPSA deposition be-
cause time dependence in this process relates to quan-
tity of TEPSA molecules reacted to the surface, and
less time would influence the extent to which gaseous
TEPSA could diffuse throughout the tank. Conse-
quently, variance in droplet diameter across the slide
would indicate if TEPSA has not yet diffused through
the air over the entire glass surface area. As expected,
variance in diameter diminished as deposition time
increased, likely demonstrating the container air was
saturated with vaporized silane. It was noted that
for the 1-hour deposition trials, not all of the liq-
uid TEPSA evaporated by the end of the trial. All
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trials assessing time dependence of deposition were
performed at 37 ◦C and with 3 boats containing 40
µL 100% TEPSA at atmospheric pressure.
In addition to time length of deposition, the tem-
perature at which the deposition occurred was also
varied between 70 ◦C and 80 ◦C and the results were
assessed.
Figure 16: Box and whisker plot comparing contact angle
of DI water droplets on slides silanized at different temper-
atures. The 80 degrees trial had tighter standard deviation
and a larger angle.
Higher temperature promotes quicker vaporiza-
tion of the silane and additionally could have con-
tributed to rate of reaction between the silane and
the reactive oxygen anion terminals on the glass slide.
Trials performed at 80 ◦C were found to have droplets
with larger contact angles averaging at 22.1◦and a
smaller variance of 2.65◦. The 70 ◦C trials yielded an
average contact angle of 17.5◦with a 5.87◦standard
deviation (Figure 16). Larger contact angles mea-
sured reflect literature values of successful silane de-
posits, so the higher temperature yielded more desir-
able results with smaller variance suggesting greater
slide homogeneity.
Similar to altering the temperature, changing the
pressure at which the silanization of the slide oc-
curred changed the phase-transition landscape for the
silane. Decreasing the pressure to below atmospheric
pressure allowed the silane to evaporate more eas-
ily in the container and diffuse more rapidly. Using a
vacuum-oven and small vacuum pump, pressure could
be maximally lowered to 0.131 atmospheres, however
the temperature could not be as precisely controlled
as the non-pressure mediated oven and was set to 120
◦C (Figure 17).
Figure 17: Box and whisker plots comparing contact angle
of DI water droplets on slides silanized at different pressures.
The trial at atmospheric pressure had larger contact angles
with significantly tighter standard deviation and range of
values.
Following a model protocol according to Gang et
al., the time duration for deposition at this pressure
and temperature conditions was limited to 15 min-
utes considering the compounding effects the altered
variables have on speed of vaporization, diffusing, and
reaction to the slide – all of which call for the longer
time durations under typical conditions (Gang et al.,
2015). Unexpectedly, the contact angles for the slides
silanized at lower pressures were lower, measuring in
at 14.14◦with a large standard deviation of 5.58◦. In
the trials at atmospheric pressure, the contact an-
gle average measured as 24.78◦with a tight standard
deviation of 1.45◦. Consequently, the protocol fol-
lowing deposition at standard pressure yielded more
desirable and reproducible results.
The final protocol developed for the vapor depo-
sition phase of silanization followed the inclusion of
four boats at each corner of the container containing
80 µL of 0.25% TEPSA in toluene evaporating at 80
◦C for 24 hours (Figure 19).
Figure 18: Contact angle measurement of DI water droplets
across entire plate from finalized TEPSA deposition protocol.
Placing the boats in a symmetric orientation
around the slide controls against uneven gradients of
vaporized TEPSA in the container that could gener-
ate steep TEPSA concentrations on the slide as they
deposit. Image analysis of droplet diameter entailed
adjusting the brightness thresholds of the pixels to
create more defined edges of the droplets allowing
easier measurement.
Figure 19: Notched box and whisker plot showing contact
angle data throughout iterative improvements to the vapor
deposition protocol. Horizontal line at 36 degrees marks lit-
erature value for hydrolyzed TEPSA coated slide (Lee et al.,
2012).
While contact angle and droplet diameter mea-
surements contributed to delineating a silanization
protocol for the glass slide, microscope imaging per-
mitted analysis of PEGylation and lectin linkage to
NHS-capped active groups.
Initial trials of lectin conjugation to the slide illu-
minated how uneven silanization of the slide causes
systemic issues, even in lectin gradient. Dilution ex-
perimentation of lectin linkage followed the exposure
of NHS reactive sites in wells to 100%, 50%, 25%,
12%, and 0% fluorescent WGA with non-fluorescent
WGA according to Figure 20. The dilution steps ex-
tended across the 5-well rows of the assay plate and
were performed in triplicate down the 3-well columns
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Figure 20: Imaging results for the 5-factor dilution experiment of fluorescent WGA across the plate performed in triplicate
(down the columns). A) Microscope images depicting visual intra and inter-well heterogeneity. B) Graph showing mean signal
intensity from each dilution factor with dilution-specific standard deviation.
so that each column had the same proportion
of fluorescent WGA versus normal WGA. Grayscale
pixel values, correlating to brightness of the fluores-
cent signal, adhered to the dilution proportions across
the rows as shown in Figure 20B, however signal in-
tensity noticeably increased down the columns.
Wells 1-5 had the lowest average signal intensi-
ties and wells 11-15 had the largest average signal
intensities, with wells 6-10 showed intermediate sig-
nals. This trend is indicative of inter-well heterogene-
ity and is a characteristic that must be minimized for
assay reliability. Additionally, intra-well heterogene-
ity was noticed in wells 1, 7, 8, 9, and 13, which
also exists as a point of contention in assay reliabil-
ity. Intra-well variability may be caused by sizeable
aggregates of lectin.
Similarly, dilution steps were also performed with
functionalizing the slide with PEG. In a trial aimed
to show plate-wide homogeneity, each well was re-
acted with FITC-PEG2k-NH2 barring two wells that
were left without any fluorescence to serve as a base-
line control for signal (Figure 21). Data show rela-
tively consistent signal – and consequently homoge-
nous PEGylation – across the plate with two outliers
of increased signal in wells 3 and 10. While con-
sistent PEGylation and functionalization of the slide
was shown with this trial – simultaneously justify-
ing the silane deposition protocol – further imaging
was necessary to show the required amount of reagent
needed to obtain signal.
Figure 21: Imaging results from homogenous conjugation of fluorescent PEG to the assay plate with wells 1 and 15 serving
as baseline controls for signal. A) Images from the center of each well allowing visualization of PEG aggregates and overall
well to well consistency. B) Plot of mean intensity of each well with well-specific error. Notice standard deviation ranges and
the outlier values for wells 3 and 10.
A 15-step series dilution of fluorescent PEG was
performed across the 15 wells on a single slide, de-
creasing the PEG concentration reacted to the slide
by two with successive steps (Figure 22). Decreases
in signal were reflected in the data, however the
grayscale intensity of successive wells did not follow
the decrease by a factor of two trend. Signal ap-
pears to stabilize and stop decreasing significantly as
the concentration of fluorescent PEG approached 1
µg/mL. These data show that PEG is successfully
conjugating to the slide and that the extent of link-
age is related to the concentration at which the reac-
tive slide is exposed. Laying the groundwork for slide
functionalization was demonstrated in these imaging
trials, showing that the slides are prepared to be con-
jugated to mucus and used in mucoadhesion experi-
ments with tights limits established for error propa-
gating from slide functionalization variance.
Figure 22: Imaging results from stepwise dilution of fluo-
rescent PEG throughout the assay plate. Plot of mean in-
tensity per well against the concentration of fluorescent PEG
(fPEG).
Bead functionalization followed similar protocol,
and imaging fluorescent WGA protein on the bead
surface demonstrated successful coupling to the mi-
crobeads. Detecting fluorescent signal in a halo
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around the bead confirms homogenous linkage of
WGA to the NHS-capped bead reactive groups.
Three-dimensional mapping of signal intensity of the
bead image allows to qualitative assessment of the
bead-coating protocol (Figure 23). With the data
shown on slide and bead states throughout their
many steps of preparation for the assay indicate the
design can serve as a sound and reliable platform for
studying mucoadhesion where inter-well and intra-
well adhesion forces can be compared with knowledge
that the intended functional groups are at play in the
adhesive phenomena.
Figure 23: Visualization of bead WGA-linked Texas Red emission reflective of protocol success. A) Microscope image of
bead – take note of the halo of signal around the edges of the bead. B) Three-dimensional rendering of signal from the
microscope bead image. Level signal around the edges validate the halo observed visually and indicate homogenous linkage.
Discussion
Trials performed on contact angle assessment
and slide-wide homogeneity by measuring DI water
droplet diameter provided insight necessary to de-
lineate a strict protocol for successful vapor depo-
sition of the silane TEPSA. Validating slide silaniza-
tion eliminated possible sources for error in the assay
purpose – adhesion force measurement of mucus. Any
variation in force readings across different wells and
throughout a single well should not be caused by un-
even linkage of TEPSA to the glass surface. Analysis
of pressure, temperature, and time impacts of quality
and rate of TEPSA deposition assisted in narrowing
down a set of conditions for ideal silanization.
Primary trials focused on the effects of incubation
time over which the deposition process took place.
For each trial, the variance of droplet size across the
entire surface provided information about the extent
and homogeneity of silane deposition across the entire
slide. Time plays a crucial role in this process because
it as a direct variable relating to the volume occupied
by evaporated TEPSA in the deposition container –
the less amount of time allowed, the less evenly the
container will saturate with diffused silane. This per-
spective on the role of time was reinforced by the
observation of leftover TEPSA in the tin foil boats
after the one-hour mark in trials, showing that the
entirety of the sample was not given the opportu-
nity to reach the slide surface. Because the quan-
tity of TEPSA used in the tin boats was calculated
based on the number of reactive sites available on the
slide surface, complete vaporization of the sample is
critical. This notion can serve as an explanation for
why the 1-hour trials showed the greatest variability
across droplet diameters: only a portion of the slide
was exposed to sufficient gaseous concentrations of
TEPSA to silanize. The relationship between time
and diameter variance appears to follow a negative
logarithmic nature, however further experimentation
with intermediate timeframes between 2 and 24 hours
such as a 4-hour trial are required. The results from
the experiments examining the effects of deposition
time on homogenous silanization indicated 24-hour
deposition windows are sufficient for scaling up the
vapor deposition protocol.
Another variable adjusted in the silanization pro-
tocol was the temperature at which the process took
place. Temperature directly relates to the proclivity
of TEPSA to vaporize and may also be implicated
in reaction kinetics of adherence of the silane to the
slide surface. While droplet diameter variance is an
indicator of even TEPSA linkage across the glass, the
measured contact angle of droplets reflects the suc-
cess of a sufficient amount of TEPSA to react and
covalently link to the glass. However, standard de-
viation of contact angle measurements also provides
insight to the homogeneity of deposition across the
slide. Trials were performed at two temperatures: 70
◦C and 80 ◦C. The upper limit was set to 80 de-
grees because beyond this temperature, plastic petri
dishes in the oven began to warp. The data show a
higher contact angle for slides silanized at 80 degrees
compounded by a much tighter standard deviation
and overall lower coefficient of variation (12.0% for
80 ◦C and 33.5% for 70 ◦C). While literature dictates
that with silanization generally a higher contact angle
is more desirable, the lower temperature trials inter-
estingly generated a wider range of angles including
some that surpassed the maximum of the 80 ◦C trials.
This counterintuitive finding is possibly the result of
large contact angles being measured on sections of the
slide that were not completely silanized and possibly
still untreated. Plain slides are shown to have greater
variances in contact angle likely because of the ex-
treme surface heterogeneity (dirty slides). Overall,
the data suggest that allowing the vapor deposition
protocol to proceed at higher temperature of 80 ◦C
will prove more successful.
The final variable with respect to the silaniza-
tion protocol that was analyzed was the pressure at
which the process took place. Decreasing the pres-
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sure increases the temperature at which the silane
is able to readily vaporize, diffuse, and thus de-
posit onto the glass slide. With a pressure-mediated
oven available to us, vapor deposition was observed
at sub-atmospheric pressures. The lowest pressure
reached by the apparatus was 0.131 atm, so that was
the setting at which I assessed silanization efficiency.
Against intuition, contact angle results were signif-
icantly better at atmospheric pressure than at the
lowered pressure. When performed at 0.131 atm,
the protocol yielded a lower mean contact angle –
against the recommended literature expectations –
and a much wider range was observed. This unex-
pected result could be the product of the structure
of the pressure-based oven apparatus – in order for
the pressure to change within the deposition con-
tainer itself (which was placed in the oven) the lid
must not be sealed. Consequently, vaporized TEPSA
could have easily escaped from the 3x4x5 inch con-
tainer into the larger oven environment, leaving less
silane to come in contact with the slide. Meanwhile,
in trials carried out at standard pressure, the deposi-
tion container could be tightly closed, trapping all of
the calculated TEPSA molecules into the immediate
environment of the glass slide. Another complicating
factor is the temperature gauge and control on the
pressure-based oven was less accurate and control-
lable than the standard oven. As a result, the lowered
pressure trials were performed at 120 ◦C, which could
have exacerbated TEPSA escape from the container
by accelerating its exit. As a result, data show depo-
sition protocols done at atmospheric pressure yield
larger contact angles with a smaller range of error,
indicating homogenous deposition.
While I assessed the effects of different physical
variables on the process, contact angle distribution
for each iteration of protocol design were measured
and compared to results of untreated slides, plasma
cleaned slides, and the literature value. As expected,
the untreated plain slides showed a large range of an-
gles and the plasma cleaned slides shows an extremely
low and tight range of angles. Variability in the un-
treated slides reflects the debris on the slide that cre-
ates a hydrophobically diverse landscape. Low an-
gles measured from the plasma cleaned slides (with
no other treatment) reflects how hydrophilic a surface
becomes after becoming activated by plasma etching:
the negatively charged exposed oxygen groups attract
water causing quick flattening of droplets placed on
the slide. Beyond the plain and plasma cleaned base-
line measurements, protocol iterations show succes-
sive improvements in slide homogeneity (correlated
to standard deviation) and contact angle. The most
recent and finalized protocol adhering to 4 tin foil
boats containing 80 µL of 0.25% TEPSA in toluene
allowed to vaporize for 24 hours at 80 ◦C and atmo-
spheric pressure showed the most promising results
showingsporting the highest average contact angle of
24.8◦and the smallest standard deviation of 1.45◦.
Importantly, my protocols for vapor deposition have
yet to show results paralleling literature values of
36◦angles with a 2◦standard deviation. This discrep-
ancy may be the result of differences in methods for
measuring contact angle. The height at which the
water sample were dropped onto the slide could have
been different and this could have affected contact
angle. With this in mind, the methodology of the
final protocol has been accepted as sufficient for the
assay and validated so error may not rise from these
steps of slide functionalization.
While a Newtonian method for determining con-
tact angle from droplet diameter was elucidated, dis-
crepancies between measured angle and calculated
angle restricted me from using this parameter to com-
pare to literature values. However, error propagation
of diameter error through the calculation to error in
the final contact angle provided insight on how diame-
ter heterogeneity propagates to contact angle hetero-
geneity. This finding could validate the use of droplet
diameter analysis to confirm successful silanization
and hydrolysis of the slide up to that point in the
functionalization steps. I found that the Quincke
relation correlating droplet height to contact angle
consistently calculated angles to be higher than the
measured value. For example, an angle measured to
be 26.2◦from image analysis corresponded to a cal-
culated contact angle of 42.7◦. Importantly, an error
of 9.61% in measuring droplet diameter in millime-
ters propagated to a surprisingly low 0.00224% er-
ror in contact angle. Should this finding be further
justified in correct application and interpretation of
the Quincke relation, rapid droplet inspection after
hydrolysis across the slide could serve as a control
throughout the functionalization protocol as confirm-
ing consistent contact angle and homogenous deposi-
tion.
Beyond contact angle measurement, analysis of
fluorescent WGA as shown in Figure 20 shed light
on flaws in the silanization protocol. The significant
increase in signal trending down the columns sug-
gested that slide functionalization was uneven and
followed a consistent gradient down the 50 mm width
of the slide. As this slide was functionalized prior to
the incorporation and symmetric distribution of four
TEPSA boats throughout the deposition container,
the asymmetric one-boat protocol used – in which one
boat was placed between two slides in the container
– was suspect for the source of this signal trend.
Figure 24: Diagrams visualizing improvement in TEPSA
tin boat placement through successive protocols. A) Original
tin boat setup which resulted in uneven TEPSA deposition
across the slide. B) Final tin boat setup that minimizes gra-
dient effects of silanization.
The proximity of the TEPSA source to only one
side of the glass slide likely caused a gradient of
TEPSA deposition emanating from the boat. The
side of the slide that produces more signal (the bot-
tom row containing wells 11-15) was likely function-
alized with more TEPSA and thus a greater quantity
of fluorescent WGA deposited in those wells, increas-
ing the pixel gray values (Figure 24). Additional
information about intra-well heterogeneity was also
provided by the WGA dilution experiment. Visible
clumping of fluorescent signals, especially in wells 1,
7, 8, 9, and 13, suggests that lectin filtering should be
performed prior to any synthesis steps. Beyond this
single microscope imaging trial that contributed to
demarcating the silane steps, the other slide imaging
trials assessed control over slide PEGylation.
Experiments that imaged PEG on the slide are
divided into a trial assessing plate-wide consistency
of PEGylation as well as one trial examining the ef-
fects of PEG concentration during reaction to signal
observed. As shown in Figure 21, the trial assessing
plate wide consistent PEGylation yielded two out-
lier wells that produced an increased mean intensity
13
value that is significant (outside of standard devia-
tion range). Wells 3 and 10 displayed signals higher
than 3000 while all other wells remained within the
1500-2300 range. These findings indicate that while
homogenous PEGylation is possible across the major-
ity of the plate, outliers remain possible and should
be monitored for in future trials. Moving forward,
repeat trials of the plate shown in Figure 21 should
be performed and investigation into reproducible in-
creased signal from wells 3 and 10 would be pursued.
Also visible in most wells are PEG aggregates, which
could alter well-wide statistics on mean intensity and
intensity range. Unfortunately, PEG size is smaller
than lectin size and cannot be filtered as easily to con-
trol for aggregate formation. In the context of mag-
netic pull-off experiments and force measurement, the
size of the PEG aggregates is smaller than the length-
scale size of the bead and likely pose negligible effects
on adhesion measurements.
The trial investigating the effects of PEG reac-
tion concentration on mean intensity read from each
well illuminated information about PEG aggregate
formation as well as my control over the PEGylation
process. Stepwise dilution by a factor of two of PEG
across successive wells revealed the concentration at
which consistent PEGylation occurs. Stabilization
and plateauing of well intensity occur around the con-
centration of fluorescent PEG of 1 µg/mL, which falls
within the order of magnitude that was calculated to
be favorable to react with all of the reactive sites in
the well. Demonstrating consistent increase of signal
intensity with increasing PEG concentration shows
the command I have operating with the slide func-
tionalization. Additionally, PEG aggregates begin to
appear in well 8 and are not visually detectable in any
lower concentrations of PEG. As a result, PEG con-
centrations should be kept near the predicted concen-
tration of 1 µg/mL in order to avoid unnecessary ag-
gregate formation that can interfere with histogram
boundaries of pixel gray intensity during image anal-
ysis. Importantly, well 8 is also an outlier, falling
out of line with the consistent trend of less signal
with lower concentration by showing an increase in
signal instead. This observation may arise from an
abnormality in silanization as was shown by the well
outliers 3 and 10 in Figure 21. With a reasonable
control of slide silanization and PEGylation demon-
strated, bead functionalization control posits as the
next steps in assay validation.
Successful conjugation of the fluorescent lectin
WGA to magnetic beads is shown in Figure 23, which
validates my protocol for linking lectins to beads.
Visible in Figure 23A, the fluorescently green bead
appears to have a mottled surface of red fluorescent
WGA. However, the center of the bead cannot be
used as a metric for even lectin coating and instead
the halo of signal around the edges of the bead was
used. This is justified because the size of the bead
out-scales the focal plane of the microscope, meaning
that not all of the signal on the visible and rounded
half-surface of the bead would fall into the plane of
focus in the image. However, the circumference of the
bead bisected by the focal plane contains WGA signal
at even z positions can thus homogeneity throughout
the halo serves as a better measure of even lectin
conjugation. The even ridge of signal observed at the
bead circumference in the three-dimensional render-
ing of intensity magnitude simultaneously serves as a
proof-of-concept validation for PEGylating the mag-
netic beads. Fluorescent confirmation of bead PE-
Gylation with the beads and fluorescent PEG avail-
able in lab was not possible because the PEG fluo-
rochrome, FITC, fluoresces in the same channel as
the signal from the beads. With validation of bead
coating with lectin and PEG, and of slide coating
with PEG and a robust design for sugar coating, the
assay has been readily prepared for establishment of
negative and positive controls for force measurements
of mucoadhesion.
Conclusion
The experiments performed here demonstrate in-
creased control over the process of functionalizing
both beads and glass slides in development of an as-
say aimed at examining mucoadhesion. Delineating a
robust protocol for glass slide silanization was accom-
plished and yielded consistent results that eliminate
silanization errors from being implicated in causing
variance of force measurements. Preferentially, de-
termination of silane concentration and its incorpo-
ration into adhesion force equations predicting dis-
sociation rates would be investigated in future ex-
periments. Discerning this relation would open the
door to propagating slide silanization error through
to adhesion force measurement error. Additionally,
command over PEGylating the hydrolyzed slide was
shown with a new slide-wide homogeneity analysis as
well as a concentration versus mean intensity trial.
Similar results from coating magnetic microscopic
beads with WGA validated the protocol for adhering
lectins to the bead surface. Moving forward, demon-
stration of homogenous linkage of sugar moieties to
the slide surface using the designed SPAAC protocols
serves as the final confirmation before assay imple-
mentation for mucoadhesion is possible. Using the
obtained results, I have set the assay up with a solid
foundation of mitigating sources of error and for es-
tablishing positive and negative controls for force of
adhesion measurements.
With the coding databases designed to allow high
throughput data collection from a 15-well glass plate,
the assay has been prepared to handle experiments
examining several different adhesion conditions si-
multaneously with space to include a built-in con-
trol well in each trial. Redesign of the user inter-
face for data collection allows real-time monitoring of
the magnet position and camera position as wells are
iterated through for adhesion measurements. High-
fidelity surface functionalization coupled with robust
soft-ware design firmly establishes a methodology for
studying mucoadhesion. Allowing for rapid and mul-
tifunctional experimentation on mucus rheology will
accelerate the pace of understanding the physical in-
teractions between mucus components and elucidat-
ing approaches to treating deviant mucus rheology in
cystic fibrosis patients.
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